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Abstract

Business intelligence tools, such as for example dashboards, have proven
themselves useful in helping enterprises to acquire valuable information
in order to improve the business. In spite of this, implementation of
dashboards has been scarce in small and middle-sized companies (SMEs)
compared to larger companies. The aim of this study was to focus on
how business intelligence tools, especially dashboard applications, play a
vital role in improving operational performance of SME organization by
identifying the different challenges, barriers and advantages of
implementation. To fulfill the aim, semi-structured interviews were
performed with managers from eight Indian small and middle-sized
enterprises. Interview data was analysed by means of thematic analysis.
Factors found to be challenges and barriers in implementation of
dashboards were lack of knowledge, high costs and challenges regarding
data requirement, end user requirements and the business environment.
Moreover, lack of time and complexity in dashboard installation were
found to be barriers. Benefits of implementing and using dashboards
were the increased ability to respond to business trends, more effective
data management and a reduced workload. There are some unique
problems in adapting dashboards at SMEs with limited resources.
However if these factors are taken into account then there are possible
ways to solve those problems and implement dashboard in India SMEs
with limited resources successfully. SMEs with limited resources in other
countries who want to adapt BI dashboards should take the factors,
problems and possible solution found in this study into consideration.
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1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to give a basic introduction and background to the

topic of the thesis. Furthermore, it introduces key concepts like score carding,

dashboard, key performance indicators and critical success factor for organizations.

Additionally, the factors influencing small and medium sized enterprises to use

dashboards are presented.

There have been a number of changes which occur on the business arena of

today in order to promote competition. Today industries are confronted with an

aggressive international market, high scale instability in the market, reduced lifecycles,

indecisive requirement and undependable contribution (Alipour et al., 2010;

Seyedhoseini et al., 2010). Institutions are required to be flexible and need to

continuously look for innovative means to maintain their status and standing in the

market. To survive in this competitive atmosphere, enterprises have to think of new

ways to improve their business so that they can maintain their status and forge ahead.

Several policies and plans can be utilized to be more competitive. One such method

adopted by companies to create this competitive advantage is Business Intelligence (BI)

(Anderson-Lehman, et al., 2008; Hannula & Pirttimaki, 2003; Isik et al., 2010).

Business Intelligence is not a recent notion. For the past fifty years this notion

has been in practice (Wixom & Watson, 2010). The expression was first coined in the

1990s by Howard Dressner at Gartner Group introduced it (Watson & Wixom, 2007).

BI as a notion has grown throughout the 20th century due to the progress of various

business enterprises and technological advancement. The associated notion of Business

Analytics (BA) is gaining popularity in recent BI-connected text. Several investigators

describe BA as a division of BI (e.g. Davenport & Harris, 2007) or as a highly

developed order in BI (e.g. Laursen & Thorlund, 2010). According to Rehan and Akyuz

(2010), BI is described as a framework which is required to integrate information

sourced from various places in a manner, that an executive is able to interpret it to

promote success of the business by effective strategic planning and reporting measures.

Watson proposes that analytics is a most recent term endorsed by sellers and business

advisors mostly for decision support goods (Watson, 2011).

The awareness of BI has grown substantially when views started surfacing

signifying that BI structures are an essential part of the present day’s business
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information base, since they help in the accomplishment and success of the business

(Davenport, Harris, & Morison, 2010). Additionally, they rapidly turn out to be the

center of interest, catering to expert trade with the building of information schemes and

providing help to administrators who are interested in initiating novel means so that

they can conduct their business well (Wixom & Watson, 2010).

Businesses seeking to get additional dependable competitive edge and who

want to defer defeat or insolvency, feel that business intelligence (BI) functions have

been governing the IT precedence listing of several CIOs (Lawton, 2006; Watson &

Wixom, 2007; Shariat & Hightower, 2007; Gartner Research, 2008, 2009, 2010; Yeoh

& Koronios, 2010). A few industry market analyst intelligence demonstrate that in the

next few years, several thousands of business houses will utilize BI regularly (Baum,

2006; Turban et al., 2007; Petrini & Pozzebon, 2009). Studies have shown that BI

proposals in large business houses have sustained and in a few instance even turned

them into effectual and gainful business houses (e.g. Elbashir et al., 2008; Isik et al.,

2010; Wixom & Watson, 2010).

The Gartner group,conducted a study of 1500 and more CIOs in the year 2008

and revealed that the most profitable know-how investment precedence in the year 2009

was Business Intelligence (Pettey & Goasduff, 2009). A series of BI functions make

available instruments for business houses to handle the intricate and vibrant business

atmosphere by offering schemes like data mining, data analytics, numerical

investigation, predictions and control panels (Elbashir et al., 2008). Even though the

manifesto is of different classifications, the data warehouse (DW) is supposed to be the

foundation of medium-to-large BI structure (Turban, et al., 2011). Data warehouses are

intended and executed to maintain the assimilation of statistics from manifold supplier.

Thus, the DW comprises the core in BI procedures and is primary for guaranteeing “a

sole description of the facts” (Watson & Wixom, 2007, p. 96).

Many enterprises have utilized BI and analytics to essentially modify how they

carry out their business. Hence it is interesting to further examine the impact of BI.

MIT Sloan Management Review carried out a widespread analysis with the support of

the IBM Institute for Business Value during the year 2010. This exercise was conducted

all over the world taking into consideration 3,000 decision-making officers,

administrator and market analyst spread across 108 nations. The survey was carried out
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to enhance the knowledge of how present day enterprises use analytics and make use of

information systems (IS) and how they make out the prospect of analytics and

information handling (Lavalle et al., 2010). The study reveals that data revelation,

recreation and the way circumstances are used will be the first precedence for business

houses. Currently the first precedence is thought to be analyzing past performances and

prediction of future performance (Lavalle et al., 2010).the conclusions in the MIT Sloan

Review study show how big business houses utilize information and analytics. The

question is if these conclusions can be used to analyze SMEs also.

Currently, BI incorporates an extensive series of branching out resources which

comprise of group plans, instruments and platforms, and a mixture of goods intended to

gratify diverse requirements associated to the study. It also enables identification of data

analysis methods like dashboard functions which are utilized to combine solitary control

panels and the data connected to performance issues in a bridges form. The dashboards

are also utilized to forecast business representations and OLAP (Online analytical

processing) which is utilized to provide vibrant and flexible data management for

different proportions and examples. The great assortment of instruments might help one

understand why a far-reaching series of really different functions is typically called BI

(Petrini & Pozzebon, 2009). Therefore, BI is has a pivotal place for accomplishing and

preserving competitive gain (Phan & Vogel, 2010). Consequently, BI has attracted

much attention from IS investigators and users. Nevertheless, there are several reviews

which predict the importance of BI when compared to works which identify the

functioning of BI functioning (Bergeron, 2000; Negash, 2004; Elbashir et al., 2008;

Jourdan et al., 2008) mainly regarding the utilization of dashboard instruments.

Several peer reviewed journals and text books have been reviewed to identify

the research gap on the role of BI in decision making process. Most of these studies

have been conducted from large organization (Lavalle, et al., 2010) only few from

SMEs point of view as BI tools demand money, resource and pre requirement for its

implementation. However, studies have revealed that among BI tools, dashboard is cost

effective and demands less resource and hence, it can be applied to SMEs. Drawing on

this, dashboard is the only BI tool which can be adapted in SMEs in the near future

(Daman, 2010). Nevertheless, not much studies on Indian SMEs on its usage with

reference to decision making process. Special emphasis is directed on the SME’s BI
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tools and the need to fill in the existing knowledge gap within the SME industries for

better results and outcome to increase the potential value utilizing reliable data source

implementation regarding costs, installation and resources. With this scenario, in order

to understand their application it’s imperative to identify critical success factors on

usage of Dashboard tools in a developing country like India.

Background of the study

Graphical user interfaces aiding in decision making are symbolized by

dashboards. These interfaces examine and pass on the information through the company

in terms of functional metrics of the enterprises. They gained popularity post the Enron

disgrace in the year 2001, which made enterprises wake up to the necessity to have

executives at all stages who will be able to observe and manage what happens in the

organization (Few, 2006). The plan of dashboards is to help envisage huge quantities of

information in an abridged form to help the executives in making the right decision. For

instance, the administration might find it necessary to shorten reports on profit and loss

examination, profits per product lines, fill charges for orders, gross margin investigation,

balance sheets, etc. Dashboards are of immense use as analytical instruments for

business management and business movement observation according to studies on

business intelligence (Negash & Gray, 2008). Dashboards are categorized as ‘decision

support systems’ or more precisely DSS and are meant for executives who make

decisions at all stages such as operational, strategic and tactical levels in the enterprise.

Sometime during the middle of 1990’s, decision support systems (DSS) were referred to

as dashboards. Thus, dashboards have a crucial place in accomplishing a position

among an establishment’s plan pertaining to its operations and trade.

Though dashboard is absolutely necessary for the decision making procedure in

any business, an investigation reveals that several BI plans often do not succeed or they

are not taken up. The causes for this may be many, like comparatively lesser know-how

in SMEs, little knowledge of opportunities and quality of BI functions and minimal

awareness of their crucial success aspects.

Even though there are many research studies on BI success, quotient in huge

enterprises in India (Lavalle et al., 2010), there are little studies on BI success quotient

in SMEs in India. SMEs are quickly becoming the group that will profit from the
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utilization of BI functions. Therefore it is essential to perform a more organized and

purposeful studies on the significant success aspects for applying BI in SMEs . These

studies have to be mindful and conscious of the features that will impact the

accomplishment of a BI proposal. It is necessary to state that the question of BI

deemployment in SMEs is very essential due to the fact that SMEs play a crucial role in

the nation’s financial system. Performance reveals that employing BI functions in SMEs

can also provide a competitive edge.

With massive growth in the country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) evident in

the past few years and with a push in the trading activities in key industrial sectors,

there has been an enhancement and an expansion in the business that has tremendously

increased the market value as well the customer’s database in India. This skyrocketed

market value and the customer base in India, has culminated in an unbelievable

quantum of data to be handled, which has made it inevitable to use business intelligence

and analytical tools . The current BI market which is expected to attain a CAGR of

about 22% would rise from its value of 7.9 bn INR to 17.5 bn INR by 2015. The key

industrial sectors including retail and healthcare products would enjoy a higher demand

for BI tools, while the market vendors would enjoy ample opportunities to capitalize.

The intent of this study is to find out how BI instruments, dashboards, provide

additional value to the business intelligence enabled decision making in the small scale

business sector. Dashboards have to be accepted as decision support instruments. The

objective is to find out how SMEs identify and make use of dashboards as a means of

for business functioning administration and recognizing issues that impact their

incorporation in Indian SMEs. Precise functioning means and sufficient information

plans which allow executives who make decisions to have steady access to information

is necessary for decision making (Adam & Humphreys, 2008).

Problem

There is a general opinion in business and the academic world that SMEs are

trailing behind big corporations in initiating Knowledge Management (KM) practices

specially developing dashboard instruments and the advantages for Knowledge

Management has not been totally utilized by these organizations. This is because there

is no sufficient know-how and complete understanding of the dashboard. SMEs in
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diverse fields are not aware of the worth of installing BI functioning in their concerns.

This is further stressed by the fact that is not enough study done on this particular

subject. Up til now studies have been carried out on how big organizations are

benefiting from the practice of knowledge management, but it is still not very apparent

as to why small enterprises do no utilize knowledge management instruments. Limited

research has been carried out to find the reasons that impact knowledge management,

mainly dashboard acceptances within SMEs (Finkl & Ploder, 2009).

Information technology is just an important aspect of running a business

successfully and for SMEs in India it is still in quite a nascent stage with just 12% (Ram,

2012) of the them using it for their business needs. What really matters is making right

and insightful business decisions. A business leader for a SME organization is faced

with a multitude of questions on a daily basis. Faced with skilled resource crunch, he

does not have the luxury of a team of experts to help him take strategic business

decisions. He must invariably rely on his own instincts and business acumen to make

the right decisions at the right time. It is here that the technology of business

intelligence comes into the picture. According to pluggd.in, (Ram, n.d) around 90% of

the SME who use Information technology use it just for document processing. Major

reason for this is budget and infrastructure limitations. However, today the situation is

changing rapidly and the global IT service providers have realized the immense

business potential that this sector presents to them, resulting in cost-effective, efficient

and innovative solutions aimed at helping SME businesses to grow. Business

Intelligence is one such solution (Fink &Ploder, 2009).

In the present scenario, the use of BI tools such as dashboards has been

increasingly adopted in various organizations particularly in the fields of retail business

and finance management. Hence, large organizations envisage that Businesses

intelligence tools are inevitable and critical to run a business in a successful manner.

They also think that these tools play a vital role in tracking down the key performance

indicator in an efficient manner for the decision making. On the other hand SME are not

implementing the dashboard in their business, due to lack of knowledge and small

indefinite awareness about the dashboard (Lavalle et al., 2010). Many SME

organizations in a wide range of fields do not realize what value added and benefits

regular BI reporting can bring.
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Purpose

The purpose of the thesis is to investigate the factors that influence its usage of

BI tools specifically dashboards at SMEs with limited resources.

Research questions

The aim of this study is to focus on how BI tools especially dashboard

applications play a vital role in improving operational performance of SME

organization by identifying the different challenges, barriers and advantages of

implementation.

This leads to the following research questions:

• What are the factors which act as challenges during implementation of BI

dashboards in SMEs with limited resources in an emerging economy like India?

• What are the factors which act as barriers in implementing BI dashboards in

SMEs with limited resources in an emerging economy like India?

• How are SME industries able to obtain a return on investment business value

when using BI dashboard tools?

• What role are BI dashboard applications currently playing in the SMEs and what

will be the future of BI applications in SMEs in developing economies?

Delimitations

The following delimitations are identified in this study:

Study mainly focuses on factors affecting implementation of dashboard in

Indian SMEs that is the geographic application of this research investigation is limited

to India. The type of enterprise is limited to SMEs and type of BI application is mostly

limited to highly demand tools such as strategic dashboard, tactical dashboard and

operational dashboard. The focus of one country is chosen in order to provide depth

instead of breadth.

Moreover, our research question and problem area demand us to focus on only

SMEs since huge organization already well adapted all types of BI applications and

only SMEs are struggling with adapting all types of BI applications. We have chosen to
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focus particularly one BI applications of dashboards, since many SMEs who use very

limited BI application for report generation purpose were not aware of Dashboard tools

and its advantages.

This study makes an effort to focus on advantages, barriers and challenges faced

during implementation of BI by adopting a qualitative approach, primarily from a non

technical viewpoint. Specific functionality and technical issues are not discussed in

depth.

Another delimitation of the study is that this thesis does not make an attempt to

compare dashboards with other BI solutions which are currently existent in the market.

The thesis also does not go into details on the technical features of dashboard but

focuses on challenges faced during implementation of the same. An overview of

importance of BI is presented in chapter 2 in order to enable better understanding of the

concept.

Significance of the study

The main outcome of this project is to identify and describe how specialized

SME’s dashboard concepts can add value to solutions along with complementing

existing reporting and dashboard solution across the business intelligence area. In

addition, we expect to gain knowledge of BI tools such as dashboards and

implementation of the dashboard in a specific field of SME area. This is providing

necessary information to SMEs in order to fill their knowledge gap in adapting BI

dashboards in their enterprise. The findings of the thesis may be used by SMEs with

limited resources in other countries than India who want to adapt BI dashboards by take

the factors, problems and possible solution found in this study into consideration.

The study provides insight into industry practice and recommendations that may

be of value to SME owner-managers, vendors, policy makers and academic researchers.

The study can help participating SME owner managers through the reflection that the

interview might bring other SME owner mangers can benchmark their own use of BI

against the cases and results. Insight into the nature of enterprise-level decision-making

may be valuable to software vendors in order to develop products and marketing

strategies suitable to SMEs whilst policy makers can develop strategies to increase the

effective use of information using BI among SMEs. For academic researchers this
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qualitative study explored and developed propositions for further testing in future

research.
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2 Literature Review

The purpose of this chapter is to review the previous studies on factors that acts

as an inhibitors and enables for utilization and implementation of BI tools in SMEs with

particular reference to dashboard. In order to present a review of literature , the

researcher accessed secondary data collection including peer reviewed articles, text

books, company annual reports, websites and government databases were screened

using Google scholar, Emerald and other relevant database.

In a recent survey done by Gartner, from September to December 2010 (Pettey

& Goasduff, 2011) it has been proved that investments in Business Intelligence is still

one of the top five despite the advent of new technologies like cloud computing.

Though there is no common definition for BI, Wixom and Watson (2010) have offered

the following provisional definition “a broad category of technologies, applications,

and processes for gathering, storing, accessing, and analyzing data to help its users

make better decisions” (Wixom & Watson, 2010, p. 14).

BI can be defined as organized systematic processes used to analyze and

propagate information related to business activities particularly in decision making

(Hannula & Pirttimaki, 2003; Elbashir, et al., 2008). There are two main key factors to

utilize BI to the maximum extent and to produce reliable results. They are data quality

and reliability (Isik et al., 2010). The evolution of business intelligence is explained in

figure 1. Whatever may be the definition, the main thing is to understand the

fundamental principles of BI. One of the principles is the process of using technology to

get the right data on a need-to-use basis to create the right prerequisites for information

based decisions.
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Figure 1 :The Evolution of Business Intelligence (Turban et al., 2011).

Small Medium Enterprises (SMEs)

Small and medium size enterprises are those where the number of employees is

less or whose total worth or total amount of business per annum lies under some

boundaries. Every country has its own specific slabs or boundaries for SMEs. The

member states of the European Union state that the condition for an enterprise to be

SME is as follows.

Middle-sized organization: If the number of employees in the organization is

less than 250 and if its turnover per year is less than or equal to 50 million Euro or if the

number of employees in the organization is less than 250 and balance sheet total is less

than or equal to 43 million Euros, then that organization is middle-sized.

Small sized organization: If the number of employees in the organization is less

than 50 and if its turnover per year is less than or equal to 10 million Euros or if the

number of employees in the organization is less than 250 and balance sheet total is less

than or equal to 10 million Euros (European commission, 2012), then the organization is

small sized.

In India, SMEs are defined by the number of employees, total turnover, balance

sheet and by the organization’s revenue. Questions like who own the company, type of
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the industry etc are vital in India. In general the number of employees in SMEs in USA

is from 500 to 1500 (SBA.GOV, 2012). In USA most SMEs support large enterprises

by providing specialty or outsourcing capabilities (Huin, 2004) and adaptive capabilities

(Ritchie & Brindley, 2005). Hence, they are the backbone for global economic

structures.

Information Systems in Small Medium Enterprises (SMEs)

A lot of studies have been performed in the past on the significant topic of

information systems (IS) in SMEs. They are based on specific IS problems like Internet

adoption (Mehrtens et al., 2001; Dholakia & Kshetri, 2004), system integration

(Themistocleous & Chen, 2004), or IS management (Bhagwat & Sharma, 2006). In a

more general approach, Lefebvre, Harvey and Lefebvre (1991) identified four general

factors that affect the adoption of a new technology by SMEs. They are:

1. The traits of the firm;

2. The competitiveness it faces and management strategies which follows;

3. Internal and external influences on decisions; and

4. The nature of new technologies adopted.

Note that the common factors in the strong influence of the owners (Levy et al.,

2002; Lybaert, 1998). Larger organizations have specialists for IS (IT department) and

they have a lot of experience based on which decisions are taken. But in SMEs,

investment decisions are often made by the owners who might not have any IS

knowledge and experience.

Most of the SMEs administrators are their founders. Most of the SMEs suffer

from very close allocation of money for a particular task. Hence, spending in SMEs is

very tough and complicated task which must be scrutinized carefully. It should also be

noted many SMEs do not possess good knowledge and do not have experience financial

department to get advice from. Thus SMEs often go to external financial consultancies

for advice. Another negative point is SMEs have smaller work force compared to larger

companies. Hence it takes mare time to finish a task in SMEs whereas a larger

organization can finish any work swiftly (Canes, 2009). Organization for Economic Co-

operation and Development (OECD) in 2002 conducted a study in United States of
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America, Canada, Finland and Japan. It was found that one of the major reasons for

unsuccessful performance of SMEs is due to inefficient and poorly trained managers.

They do not undergo high quality training and od not update their skills. They are not

aware of the latest developments in the markets (OECD, 2002).

The real value of dashboard products is in their ability to replace hunt-and–peck

data-gathering techniques with a flawless information-flow mechanism. Data

repositories are transformed into consumable information (Gregory, 2012). Nowadays,

with information technology at its peak, creation of high quality dashboards with greater

visualization and graphical effects is a simple task. The internal results are represented

in a better way with a good visibility in the dashboard. Today’s enterprise can see their

organizational performance, which provides a lot of motivation. That is why there is

huge growth of dashboards in today’s business world (Stephen, 2006).

Use of BI tools: Dashboards

Dashboards are a type of Decision Support Systems (Arnott & Pervan, 2005).

An dashboard can be described as “a visual and interactive performance management

tool that displays on a single screen the most important information needed to achieve

one or several individual and/or organizational goals, allowing the user to identify,

explore, and communicate problem areas that need corrective action” (Yigitbasioglu &

Velcu, 2012, p. 4). Dashboards have both visual and functional features, usually used in

combination to improve cognition and interpretation (Yigitbasioglu & Velcu, 2012).

Different users starting from front-line workers to monitor inventory use them. Middle

managers use them to analyze lagging measures, and executive managers take their help

to evaluate strategic performance against objectives

Development of dashboards

1. IT has provided the technical infrastructure to build them efficiently on the business

intelligence layer.

2. New performance measurement techniques like Balanced Scorecard (Kaplan &

Norton, 1992) brought forward the importance of multidimensional performance

measurement.
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3. The need for cross-department integration in performance reporting, and

managerial bias information processing have contributed to the development of

dashboard.

These three are the most important factors driving dashboard adoption (LaPointe,

2005). In recent times, dashboard have grown from monitoring performance devices to

advanced analytical devices incorporating new features such as (i) scenario analysis, (ii)

drill down capabilities, (iii) and presentation format flexibility (e.g. tables or graphs).

Looking at the sped of development in business technologies, the future is likely to

bring additional novelties to dashboards such as their integration with work flow

management systems (Yigitbasioglu & Velcu, 2012).

Due to the different types of knowledge, skills, and cognitive profiles of

dashboard users, it is suggested that dashboards come with some flexibility in terms of

drill down capabilities and presentation format flexibility (Yigitbasioglu & Velcu, 2012).

Similarly, the task-technology fit theory insists on the fit between individual abilities,

task requirements, and

Different Purposes of Dashboards

Pauwels et al. (2009) recommends four possible purposes of using dashboards:

(i) monitoring, (ii), consistency (iii) planning, and (iv) communication.

• Monitoring is day to day evaluation of metrics which leads to corrective action.

It is the dashboard’s most fundamental function.

• Consistency is the alignment of measures and measurement procedures used

across departments and business units.

• Since scenario analysis is one of the features of dashboards, they may also be

utilized in planning.

• A dashboard communicates both performance and the values of an organization

to its stakeholders through certain metrics. Some of these purposes have been

confirmed in surveys conducted by professional organizations (Clark et al.,

2006).
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We can obtain some valuable information related to use of dashboards from the

information systems literature. For example, Doll and Torkzadeh (1998) measured how

intensively employees used management information systems (MIS) in their work for (i)

problem solving, (ii) work integration, and (iii) customer service.

Building on Doll and Torkzadeh (1998), Wiersma (2009) identified three purposes

regarding the use of the BSC, which applies to the dashboards too. The purposes were (i)

decision-making and decision-rationalizing; (ii) communication and consistency, and

(iii) self-monitoring. This is in agreement with Pauwels et al. (2009). Decision-making

and decision-rationalizing means the opportunity that manager’s see in using the

dashboard to extract any relevant information, on which they can base their decisions

and if they can rationalize the decisions to themselves or their superiors. The self-

monitoring, communication and consistency purposes are dashboard characteristic of

displaying the status of the work in process and making it visible to the employees who

are responsible for the process. When integrated with enterprise systems, dashboards

help different stakeholders in the same work process to visualize the same information.

The respective users may take this opportunity to monitor their own performance in

real-time and to coordinate the actions with other managers in the process, while

subordinates use this opportunity to communicate the performance of their work

vertically.

Dashboard Key Functional Features

Software vendors like Business Objects, Cognos, QlikView, Microsoft, and

Jasper Soft, were competing in developing cutting edge dashboard solutions during the

past years. They claim that the use of dashboards enhances organizational performance

in terms of improved customer satisfaction, return on investment, and increase in cash

flow. But some companies may prefer simpler alternatives (Neely et al., 2008).

Performance dashboards such as Excel spreadsheets are still used by many

companies (Neely et al., 2008). Excel provides some desired functional features of

dashboards like (i) real-time notifications and alerts, (ii) drill-down capabilities, (iii)

scenario analysis, (iv) presentation flexibility/theory guided format selections, and (v)

external benchmarking, (Pauwels et al. 2009; Ying et al., 2009, Yigitbasioglu & Velcu

2012).
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Real time notifications and alerts are very much in need so that corrective

actions can be triggered immediately when the measures deviate from predefined targets

(Bariff & Lusk, 1977). Usually implementation of alerts happens through distinct

colours, flashing and/or even audio signals. The drill down feature is widely used as it

would allow users to slice and dice data for a more detailed analysis. The drill down

feature would also benefit low analytics that might perform better with less aggregate

data and tasks with high level of uncertainty (Bariff & Lusk, 1977; Benbasat & Dexter,

1979).

Scenario analysis may be a useful feature, specifically when the dashboard is

used as a planning tool. Users can make it a decision support tool to see how changes in

certain variables (e.g. order fill rates) impact other variables (e.g. profits). Highlighting

of the variables distinctly is also possible.

Presentation flexibility is another feature. This is the ability to view data in

different ways (e.g. tables or graphs) through point-and-click. At last, external

benchmarking facilitates users to gain valuable insight in how well the organisation is

performing in relation to its competitors. We identify drill down, scenario analysis, and

presentation flexibility as the chief features from the above analysis. In our view these

features make dashboards a dynamic and effective tool, rendering them suitable for

many types of users and tasks.

Data Quality Issues

Data quality means the quality of the content displayed on the dashboard’s

screen. This quality has become an issue in dashboards according to two surveys

conducted in 2001 and 2003 on large Indian firms (Clark et al., 2006). These issues

stem from application integration problems, which may even result in total avoidance of

dashboard usage, leading to traditional tools (e.g. MS Excel) and reports (e.g. periodical

sales report print-outs). Sometimes there would not be any issue with quality. There

may be an issue of managerial preference to use other sources of data.

In the IS literature, the data quality means both the content and the format of

data produced by information systems (Gorla et al., 2010). Huh et al. (1990) and Nelson

et al. (2005) provide a definition of quality, but not in an objective sense. They define

quality by using perceptions of data consumers working on specific tasks and within
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specific contexts. In this thesis, we adopt the same point of view. We also believe that it

is important for the data to have high quality, but it is equally important for the data to

be perceived to have high quality. Huh et al. (1990) made use of the constructs of

accuracy, completeness, currency and consistency for data quality. A specific data is

accurate only if it is correct, unambiguous, objective and meaningful. We should be able

to believe in the data. Completeness of data is subjective; it depends entirely on the

users. Depending on the demands made by the users we can say if the data is complete

or incomplete. Some users may say that data satisfies all the requirements to perform

their tasks, whereas other users may find the same data to be incomplete. Currency of

data refers to up-to-date data and considering different perceptions of completeness,

users have different needs of up-to-date information. Likewise, the term “consistency”

means no conflicts are there between two datasets and that data is reliable.

In organizations, we often find decision-makers working under pressure,

competing with time to achieve multiple objectives. Previous research showed that

managers tend to prefer low quality solutions in terms of accuracy, reliability, and

timeliness, if they have with high speed (Reilly, 1982).

Benefits and Challenges of Dashboards in Small Medium Enterprises (SMEs)

These theories are taken from the 18 North European conferences on

information Systems in which some subsequent factor analysis in SME industries using

on business intelligence tools was conducted. They perceived both some benefits and

challenges of adoption business intelligence tools dashboards in SMEs were perceives

in using the deduced methodology. The challenges and benefits were obtained from a

qualitative approach focusing the behavior of SME and its characteristic

Benefits of BI dashboard tools adoption in SMEs

According to the research paper “Benefits and challenges of business

intelligence adoption in small and medium-sized enterprises” (Scholz, Schieder, Kurze,

Gluchowski & Bohringer, 2010) there are some factors that make SMEs find uses of

dashboards in a manner which promotes success of the venture in a timely manner. The

most important success factors are to be outlined below briefly.
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Improvements in data support

The above attributes covered the whole business intelligence application which

is directly connected to the dashboard and some other reported BI tools. Dashboards

reduced the time on concerning efforts for data analysis and reports. Analyzing the

whole business process is a big challenge for every organization but dashboards

minimize the timing, and provide quick solution for the SME industries. Improvement

in the data entering and validating the records lead to the production of an actual facts

record in a timely fashion along with accurate result. This achievement makes the end

user to view the result in the graph-cal visualization.

The quality of reporting has been improved a lot and it is a more flexible to

users and the use of dash boards helps improve the quality of information by making it

easy to update data.. But most of the time it requires business intelligence experts to

configure the dashboards. The dashboards provide meaningful information to the

organization and this information be-come quickly imperative for SMEs to grow and

sustain in the stiff competition (Choueke & Armstrong, 1998).

Improvements in decision support

Successful planning and decision supports are significant features of well

managed organizations leading to that SME starts to adopt business intelligence tools.

“A decision support system (DSS) is a computer program application that analyzes

business data and presents it so that users can make business decisions more easily

(Market, 2004) and BI is also called as synonyms of DSS because both are competitive

intelligence. The improved current data BI dashboard system accelerates the decision

making process and BI visualization tools help the user to integrate the data in graphical

view manner and really which keeps the customer satisfaction high level. In addition,

using business intelligence tools like score carding, and dashboards help to find the

probability of risk in a system that leads to take preventive measure in correct time.

Savings

Saving the time and flexibility on usage of dashboards are the next beneficiary

component while using BI tools and these factors pertain to leading SMEs in a

successful manner.
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Time can be saved a lot on using dashboards in the business process, because the

retrieval of data can be fast from the data source and it saves lot of time. On the other

hand, users can handle these data in a timely decisions manner which drive the business

performance improvement.

Flexibility: The level of flexibility is high on connecting to various data sources

and also user can view the data in a more detailed manner using the score carding and

dashboards other than reports.Additionally, it cuts down the decision making time and

avoid the confusion over the redundant data. Also that helps to reduce heated discussion

on the complexity situation in the organization, the information are simplified and the

format is understandable to everyone. Additionally some other advantages are achieved

indirectly. It saves the personnel and cost either by loss statement or saving the

resources workforce in the other area or diminishing the cost part in the income (Kwak,

2002).

Critical Success factors for BI (CSF)

BI success factors have been analyzed in detail by many earlier studies (Scholtz,

Schieder, Kurze, Gluchowski & Boehringer, 2010). In the context of Business

Intelligence systems, CSFs are a set of tasks and procedures that should be addressed to

ensure BI systems accomplishment. If they had happened in the past, we need to foster

them, or if they are to happen in future we must figure them out. We should note that

the implementation of a BI system is not a conventional implementation of an IT project

(such as an operational or transactional system), which has been the focus of many CSF

studies. On the other hand, it has the same characteristics as other infrastructural

projects such as an enterprise resourcing planning systems. Thus it is a complex task to

implement a BI system. Mere purchase of a combination of software and hardware is of

no use; rather, it is a complicated undertaking which needs compatible infrastructure

and resources over a lengthy period (Moss & Atre, 2003; Yeoh & Koronios, 2010).

BI system implementation is a cycle that evolves over time. Hence, some

authors specify CSFs for BI in the dimensions of organization, environment, and project

planning. They find strong support for the significance of organizational factors (Hwang,

Ku, Yen & Cheng, 2004). Also earlier studies were able to prove the importance of

various issues: technical (Wixom & Watson, 2001) personal, educational, and business.
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Ariyachandra and Watson (2006), analyzing CSFs for BI implementation, have taken

into account two key dimensions: process performance (i.e., how well the process of a

BI system implementation went), and infrastructure performance (i.e., the quality of the

system and the standard of output). Process performance can be evaluated using time-

schedule and budget. Infrastructure performance is linked to the quality of system and

information as well as this system use.

Yeoh and Koronios (2010), state that we can broadly classify CSFs into three

dimensions: organisation, process, and technology. Committed management support

and sponsorship, a clear vision, and a well-established business case are the elements of

organisational dimension. The process dimension includes business-centric

championship and balanced team composition, business-driven and interactive

development approach and user-oriented management. Technological dimension has

business-driven, scalable and flexible technical framework, and sustainable data quality

and integrity as its elements.
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Table 2:1 A summary of the critical success factors for BI system implementation is

shown here.

According to Williams and Williams (2007), there are some common mistakes that are

made while establishing and managing BI programs: They are listed here.

a) Using ad-hoc practices in selecting and funding BI projects;

b) Providing insufficient governance for the BI management;

c) Establishing de-facto program governance based on the initial BI project;

d) Failing to strategically position BI in the business organization; and finally

e) Providing inadequate resources and funding for support

It should also be mentioned that SMEs cannot adopt some results (Hwang et al.,

2004; Scholz et al., 2010). Bergeron (2000) mentions that there are similar results

obtained in various cases and suggests that conventional BI systems, adapted to large

organizations, would fail in meeting the requirements of SMEs. Hence, identification of

CSFs for BI systems implementation is a vital task.
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Perceived Challenges of BI adoption in SMEs

There are some factors that affect the SME in adopting the business intelligence

tools and which may drive their business process may be detrimental in promoting

implementation of BI in SMEs.

Challenges depending on usage or Resource Problem

Handling the business intelligence tool is too complicated for the end user in the

SME industries because it requires system business intelligence or IT experts to handle

the dash-boards tools. In most of the SMEs, the personnel who are working with the

Business intelligence tools are not qualified enough to handle the dashboards. Training

is required to handle the product in an appropriate manner.

Challenges Cost and Time

According to the Canes (2009) , the most barriers for the SME on using BI tools

are cost and complexity. The costs which are included are software, hardware, services,

resource and time to implement BI tools (Kwan, 2002). Small business owners and

executives in small and medium-sized companies often wear many hats. So even if they

know they should be implementing the BI tools like dashboards and other KPI tools, it

often comes down to time and priorities. As all of us have a tendency to do, they work

on those responsibilities that have specific deadlines and appear to be the most

important that day. They fight their daily fires and by the time they get around to more

long-term strategic thinking they are worn out and the day is over. Small business

owners often are their balancing time between sales and production and even as they are

fulfilling one of the responsibilities they feel like they are neglecting the other. While

out selling their minds are on the projects they should be finished and while in

production mode they know they should be out selling (dMine, 2010).

SMEs and BI

Though SMEs are important, usually their products will not be able to meet the

competitive requirements of many regional markets or the global market (Stimson,

Stough & Roberts, 2006; Watson, 2010). Some studies indicate that most of the SMEs

are not in a position to conduct expensive and time consuming research on new

products and technologies. As a result they rely on external projects, technical solutions,
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technologies, patents, etc. However, it does not mean that SMEs do not create new

technically advanced products (Czinkota, Ronkainen, & Moffett, 2008). It is appreciable

to see some small and mid-sized enterprises effectively introducing their innovative

products into highly competitive markets (Skowronek–Mielczarek, 2007).

Many authors mention that the limitations of SMEs development translate into

the difficulties in IT implementation (Arendt, 2008; Enzenhofer & Chroust, 2001; Estrin,

Foreman, & Garcia, 2003; Olszak & Ziemba, 2010b, 2011a, 2011b; Roztocki &

Weistroffer, 2008, Thong & Yap 1997; Wielicki & Arendt, 2010). Enzenhofer and

Chroust (2001) gave a list of internal barriers that exist to IT adoption. Some of the

factors in the list are unstructured procedures for analyzing SME needs, unclear

implementation practices, difficulties in identifying appropriate systems, difficulties in

understanding vendor systems, and lack of time to make IT decisions. The typical SME

owner is too busy running the enterprise. He is not able to spend time to learn about

advanced software-based tools and technologies, much less engage in the decision-

making processes required to implement them (Thong & Yap, 1997). Also, managers

select IT equipment based on cost, rather than its capability. Sometimes the needs of the

organisation and the IT equipment are not suitable to each other. The employees may

lack the skills, experience, or resources necessary to select, adopt, or implement

software tools. The research of TIDE (The Technology Insertion Demonstration and

Evaluation) on 200 small enterprises shows that 80% of the barriers to technology

adoption were nontechnical in nature (Estrin et al., 2003). This is due to the tendency of

management to view software as an expense rather than as a strategic asset and they

have the attitude that advanced technologies are not required or cost-effective. They

also have an inherent fear that technology would decrease productivity, rather than

increase it.

SME specific constraints in BI implementation

During implementation of a new system it was identified from a survey by Van

Everdingen et al., (2000) that most SMEs ranked the ability of the BI software (like

dashboards) to fit into their current business processes and used this ranking as a

selection criteria. Organizations also look for a product which is within the mid market

rate at a low price and a shorter duration. This is why in order to overcome SME

constraints there are a number of vendors who present methods which enable
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accelerated implementation by offering minimal fit defeating the purpose of number one

priority of best fit (Van Everdingen et al., 2000).

It was further identified by the author that in European SMEs product

characteristics were the focus rather than the supplier of the product. The main pressure

faced by SMEs is also the complexity of the system. Glick (2006) in his survey of 4,347

IT managers as well as 839 finance managers identified that there is limited difference

between the constraints of smaller companies and larger companies when it comes to

implementation of BI solutions. According to Glick, the most important factor which

impacts effective implementation is the lack of knowledge of BI tools among

employees “SMEs cannot rely on IT vendors to actively promote emerging technologies

to smaller customers.” (p. x).

Gartner (2006) cautioned that limited BI skills and competencies continue to

hamper adoption. Lack of in-house expertise was second to cost in the analysis as a

primary inhibitor to BI adoption. According to Gartner (2006), perceived high total cost

of ownership (TCO) and difficulty in quantifying the direct business benefits of better

performance and improved decision making continue to hinder adoption of BI among

SMEs. McKendrick (2008) cites software license costs as the main BI inhibitor, and

what is driving organizations to turn to alternative approaches. Scheer et al. (2000)

identified that major ERP vendors such as SAP, Baan and Peoplesoft estimate that

customers spend between three and seven times more on implementation costs than the

cost of the software license. Cost was recorded as the primary inhibitor to BI use (43%)

in the survey conducted.

BI systems in India

In the year 2005 the business intelligence market in India was around $32-35

million. In terms of the details available with analyst Gartner, the Asia-Pacific market

for business intelligence solutions was estimated to be $1 billion by 2007, which also

shows that there is a slow and a steady growth of business intelligence in India and that

the use of Business intelligence by India Inc. is becoming quite sophisticated (Gartner,

2011). When these companies start to rely upon BI they can go for either of the two

divergent routes i.e., for a dedicated BI solution from a pure-play vendor whose focus

would only be on business intelligence, while the second one would be adding BI tools
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to an existing ERP system. The type of BI requirements that the companies have, and

how these two options fit into their set parameters of cost, functionality and flexibility

actually sets the tone for the successful implementation of BI (Srivatsava, 2011). The

implementation of either type of BI by the company depends on the credibility of the

vendor, reporting complexity of the analytical reporting, heterogeneity of applications,

and size of the business. At last Indian enterprises have woken up to the need of

analytical reporting for a successful and a profitable business in competitive markets

(Kolhe et al., 2011).

Business intelligence does have the potential to deliver the right value through

the dissemination of required ‘intelligence’ that these organizations does require, and is

being served through a variety of business tools in the market. They are available in two

ways, either through pure-play vendors as pure components of BI, or through ERP

vendors who have added BI tools to the existing ERP setup (Gartner, 2011).

The market of Business Intelligence software in India has grown to 10.55

million India dollars and SAS is the market leader with a share of about 23% in 2004

according to the research conducted in IDC. According to IDC the business intelligence

software market was growing at a compound annual rate of 27.09%. SAS India is the

leading company in India having installed more than 150 softwares of business

intelligence throughout the country, including companies like Novartis, Standard

Chartered Bank, Hindustan Lever Ltd, HDFC Bank, and Reserve Bank of India (Kolhe

et al., 2011).

In 2005 the Indian business intelligence market was about $47.4 million which

is about 44 % growth from the previous year. The primary factors driving the BI market

in India includes maturity of operational transactional systems such as ERP, OLTP, and

CRM, among others, which would generate high volumes of date and regulatory

compliance issues. According to Frost and Sullivan the Indian business intelligence

market is slated to grow at a compound annual growth rate of 19.7% between 2004 and

2012. About 35% of the market spending on BI was dominated by the banking sector,

financial services and insurance sectors. Other key sectors who tend to spend on BI

software includes the telecom sector (21%), manufacturing sector (15%), and service

industry including the ITES sector (10%). An aggregated compounded growth rate of

about 29 % (within the next few years) was expected for the business intelligence
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market in India, which was about $33 million (Rs. 140 Crore) in 2004 (Project Monitor,

2008).

An accurate market oriented faster decision for a company could be done

through the utilization of business intelligence solutions. In India so far the concept of

business intelligence is attributed to either a traditional database analysis tool or is often

mistaken for a similar market intelligence tool, as the concept of business intelligence is

new to India. It is for this reason the market of business intelligence was very small at

the beginning of this millennium. An expected quantum of about $81.5 million around

2012 from the previous year 2011 was about 15.6% in India alone. The global BI

software market revenue forecast was supposed to grow by 8.7% to reach a quantum of

12.7 billion at the end of 2012. Gartner has forecasted that the business intelligence

software market would grow by leaps and bounds even if the global market suffers from

economic slowdown. Organizations have insisted on the usage of business intelligence

software as a vital tool for a smarter, agile and an efficient business process. These tools

have changed the current trend of using software, which were used as mere information

delivery mechanism to high end business forecasting tools (Gartner, 2011).

The factors that have continued to drive business intelligence in India have been

identified by Gartner. Some of the agents that aids in the growth of business intelligence

market are include social networking, support for extreme data performance including

in-memory technology, and social content analytics.

The pharmaceutical sector in India is among the most mature sectors. All the

pharmaceutical companies in India have already procured and implemented business

intelligence software in their business, hence there will not be a significant growth

pertaining to this field. Other sectors including transportation, hospitality, logistics,

retailing etc where the installation and utilization of business intelligence software has

not been done proves to be a potent market area. Reporting and Online Analytical

Processing (OLAP) in enterprises across all the sectors allows companies to look at

utilizing these enhanced capabilities to meet their reporting needs (Kohle et al., 2011).

About 18% of the Indian market is supplied by Microsoft and Oracle which are

found to be the leading vendors of business intelligence software. The number of

vendors is growing day by day who are capable of delivering products which are more
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of a solution than a tool. This vendor software’s are twined closely with the business

processes. Microsoft has recently launched the business intelligence accelerator which

would streamline the business intelligence solutions that are implemented in banking,

finance, manufacturing and retail sectors (Ranjan, 2008).

The entire globe is converging towards new business and connection paradigm

is emerging – c-commerce. C-commerce means collaborative commerce, meaning

optimizing and distribution channels to capitalize on the global economy and in the

usage of an efficient new technology. Fresh views of suppliers, competitors and

customers would be obtained through collaboration (Ranjan, 2008). The major goal for

a business is to move away from production and sales and linger to shifting towards the

integration of various businesses. There would be an evolution in the enterprise

knowledge management to support the extended collaborative enterprise in the arena of

technology and services for enterprise knowledge. Consecutively this would bring in a

flood of information. In order to have a critical competitive edge in business the

information flood would be used effectively and efficiently. ‘Knowledge and

information’ will be the basis for an enterprise providing a competitive edge in the c-

commerce business world. C-Commerce runs on the foundation laid down by the

business intelligence (Kohle et al., 2011).

Research Gap

It has been shown clearly, that SMEs lack certain chief assets that large

enterprises have, like the ability to build extensive sales network and the ease of

obtaining capital or enjoying a recognizable brand name. As they also wish to stay in

business, they have to compete in different ways. So it is possible to improve the

economy, develop the market, increase competition and increase innovativeness by

implementing IT. It is possible to provide much evidence confirming that an enterprise

that makes IT-oriented investments will definitely produce substantial profits. But it is

sad to note that information technology related solutions are chiefly oriented towards

large enterprises and corporations. So implementing the latest information technology

solutions in SMEs is frequently delayed in comparison with large enterprises or does

not happen at all. Consequently, SMEs are not as competitive in the market as large

enterprises and their development remains questionable. This is not a good situation as

it affects the whole economy and social relations of each country. This situation is due
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to insufficient knowledge and experience of SMEs as far as implementation of the latest

information and computer technologies is concerned.

The complexity and the high costs of implementation and maintenance of BI and

data warehouse solutions is the reason for not preferring them (Levy & Powell 1998;

Hwang et al. 2004; Bergeron 2000). As far as our knowledge goes, there have not been

any studies focusing on the exploration of major BI benefits and challenges, with a

special focus on SMEs as covered in this study. Since SMEs are important to global

economy and also because they can derive a lot of benefits from proper utilization of BI,

we concentrate on this special BI target group.
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3 Research methodology

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the research methods used in this

study. It includes the research approach followed by this the method by which data are

collected, a description of the company from where empirical data are collected and the

way by which collected empirical data will be analyzed.

This chapter provides a comprehensive analysis of the research design executed

by the authors to evaluate the theoretical framework, with an intention to identify the

importance of BI and dashboards to SMEs, which were discussed in the previous

chapter. In this chapter we intend to give detailed information on the research process

followed, by the ways in which data is gathered. The question, “How the methods of

collecting data are justified” has been answered here. You will find the justification of

the process by which the data has been analyzed. Various controversies related with the

dependability, effectiveness, constraints and especially ethical issues too are described

in this chapter (Flick, 2002). Patton (2002) has rightly pointed out that any qualitative

method of research must involve open-minded questions. Following that statement, this

chapter uses an exploratory research methodology which is also qualitative. Data

collection has been done by interviews. The research methodology has been framed in

such a way that the data collection has been done in a systematic and methodical

manner. Saunders et al., (2009) so-called research onion method has been adopted by

the authors.

Research philosophy

Saunders et al., (2007) describes that the research philosophy is the method by

which a researcher acquires knowledge on a particular subject. To choose a conceptual

model from many models is not an easy task. Realistic, practical and feasible points of

view have been the focus in this research. Hence we are assured that the results obtained

are objective in nature, reliable, comprehensive and also form a structured framework.

The fact that this perceived “reality” can be extended to other similar social constructs is

appreciable and the findings are in no way controlled by the beliefs of the researcher

(Remenyi et al, 1998).
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Research Approach

Usually, in quantitative studies, a deductive approach is often used. But in such

an approach we are forced to have some assumptions as basis and thus it may not be

useful for our study. When we compare deductive and inductive approaches we find that

an inductive approach is based on the observation. Hence inductive method deals with

determination of concepts and theories from the available empirical data collected

previously (Marcoulides, 1998). In our current study, inductive approach is used since

the results got in this case are used to identify the application of the concepts to the case

study chosen. Usually this method belongs to qualitative research strategy.

Research strategy

Selection of method should be purely depending on research questions which

one has to investigate and intention of doing the particular research (Jankowich, 1991).

It is best to use qualitative method when our data is reflection of his or her own work

experience and when investigating an unexplored/new area (Ghauri, Marshan & Welch,

2004). In our study since we are going to investigate a new area which is unexplored

and the sole source of getting data will be from the experience of the employees in the

companies. The data collection method adopted for this research will be qualitative.

If we look at the types of data collected, qualitative research involves non-

numerical data collection and quantitative study involves data collection. The authors of

this thesis used only qualitative approach in this study.

Some features having qualitative procedures are,

1. To the acquired knowledge the researchers’ need to reappraise and combine it.

2. Investigation of any existing problem or situation.

3. Addressing the problems through this method.

4. Generating new knowledge.

5. Analysis of textual data

6. Theoretical development of the outcome after data analysis

7. This is a best alternative to the experimental method (Leedy, 1993, p. 140)
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The qualitative techniques allow the researchers to understand answers and the

personal views of the persons, within the realms of BI use for SMEs. These techniques

attempt to get the employer’s perspective in terms of barriers and benefits of BI

dashboards. People’s behaviour in both social and professional settings can be

understood using these techniques (Punch, 2005).

Time frame

A cross sectional approach has been used in this study. As a result, deductions

and conclusions are made by the authors by using data available at one particular time.

It should be noted that this method is preferred over a long term approach. The reason

behind such a preference is that in a longitudinal study the researcher needs to get the

views of the respondents over longer period of time.

Data collection

Primary data collection is very important and must be done with careful scrutiny

and preliminary research. This helps in doing the post collection analysis in a

meaningful way (Bryman & Bell, 2007). Both primary and secondary data have been

collected in this study. The primary data was collected by the method of semi-structured

interview.

Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2007), advocates that interviews help participants,

both interviewers and interviewees, to discuss their interpretations of the world in which

they live, and express feelings on how they understand the situations from their own

point of view. They also explain that an interview is a flexible tool for data collection,

since it utilizes multi-sensory channels: verbal, non-verbal, spoken and heard. They

emphasize that an interview is a powerful implement for researchers. There is a lot of

difference in the construction of an interview and it is very different from an everyday

conversation.

Maree (2007) observes that a semi-structured interview is the one that is used

frequently in research projects to corroborate data from other sources. Usually in a

semi-structured interview participants answer a set of predetermined questions; however

such an interview also allows certain probing and clarification. So it helps in acquiring

answers in detail. Cohem, Manion and Morrison (2007) advocate that such “probes”
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enable the interviewer to ask respondents to extend, elaborate, add to, provide detail for,

clarify or qualify their response. This helped to guide the participants back to the focus

of the interview and avoided drifting from the topic. So on the whole we can say that

elaboration and clarification probes are extremely important.

Case study approach

The term “case study” means an “empirical inquiry that investigates a

contemporary phenomenon within its real life context using multiple sources of

evidence” (Anderson, 1993, p. 152). In the words of Yin (1989, p. 22), a case is defined

as “an event, an entity, an individual or even a unit of analysis”. The case is also

concerned on the analysis of ‘why’ and ‘how’ of the events that has taken place.

We are using case study in this research with the aim of obtaining insight into

trends in BI system adopted with a specific focus on dashboard tools adopted by

different SMEs in Chennai. The details of these real life activities could become clear

by means of the increased evidence from multiple bases. This case study is a technique

that is suitable to gain deep insight into the problem under examination, (Patton, 1987).

Case studies are mainly important and helpful in those cases which have rich and

abundant data. They are always utilized when there is a need to gain an in-depth view.

Pilot case study

Generally pilot case studies are undertaken in order to get more knowledge

about the problem area and learn more about the chosen topic. Results from a pilot case

study thus help the researcher to shape his research question and choose one particular

area to be focused in a huge problem area. A pilot case study is done before the original

case study. Pilot case studies are is mostly chosen in the enterprises where researchers

have easy access and which are geographically which is nearer to the researcher. In this

study a pilot case study was done by interviewing the companies by mail in order to get

more knowledge about the chosen topic and to shape our research question (Yin, 2003).

Sample population

The researchers contacted an organization well known for providing business

solutions to different organizations, MAIA Intelligence solutions. The company was

requested to provide a list of SMEs from Chennai they were providing services to. The
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companies were then contacted for their opinion on the implementation of BI solutions.

Eight companies were chosen. The reason behind choosing these cases is the fact that

these companies were found to implement dashboard functions in their organization

within the last 2 years. The CEOs of the companies were first requested for an interview.

Following this, two employees in each company were requested to participate in the

interview. Since the respondents of the interview requested anonymity no names were

disclosed in the study. The companies participating in the study are listed in table 3:1.
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Table 3:1. Respondents of the study.

S No Name of company Type of

business

No of

employees

Year of BI

adoption

1 Swathanthra Industries Automotive 135 2007

2 Taylor Rubber Private Limited Automotive 43 2008

3 Umaa Engineers Automotive 67 2005

4 Vibromech Engineers &

Services Limited

Automotive 100 2007

5 SEL Software Consultancy Pvt.

Ltd
KPO

30 2010

6 Satvat Infosol Pvt Ltd KPO 30 2009

7 Infosearch Bpo Services Pvt

Ltd

BPO 100 2007

8
R G Rajan Associates

Financial

services

10 2011

Reliability

To ensure reliability in qualitative research, the choice of re-search method

adopted in different levels of research should be clearly stated. Moreover we need to

make sure the source of empirical data collected is trustable (Raymond, 2001). In this

research work we have clearly stated what type of research method is adapted in what

phase of the research for example deductive research approach is adapted and problem

area and research question are formed from reading existing literature and pilot inter-

views, followed by adoption of qualitative method, further two case study methods of

data collection (interview and archival records) are adapted for data collection, general

inductive approach is adapted for analyzing the collect data. The company’s which we

choose to interview are upcoming SMEs in Indian and the person whom we interview

have 2-5 years of experience in the core field of study of this research.
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Validity

There are many definitions of validity in qualitative research; One such

definition is “Are we measuring what we think we are?” (Kerlinger, 1964, p. 430). To

make sure whether we are focusing on what we are indeed to research in this thesis, we

have checked whether our problem statement, research question and interview question

lies on the same line. In this research since our focus is only on India SMEs, the results

can be taken into consideration by future researchers when they have to investigate

about the use of dashboard in SMEs at other geographical locations. But the result from

this research may not be suitable for other geographical locations.

Internal validity

The internal validity provides the exact characteristics of the outcomes which

are obtained from the study (Remenyi et al, 1998). In spite of reliable measurement

from the tools, internal validity is considered only for justification relating to the

variables. Internal validity is tested by conducting test-re test between two groups of

populations, ensuring that data collection is carried out in different outlets and that the

questionnaire is open without having instances of preconditioning.

The internal validity will be predicting the casual control. The internal validity

will be constrained if the casual threats are prevented. The casual threats can be

(Remenyi et al., 1998):

• Perceptual inaccuracies: inaccuracies in recollecting the past events.

• Halo effect: The subject to answer is preconditioned.

• Memory recall bias: bias and participant’s forgetfulness.

• Reflexivity: The participants may have some feeling although they provide some

other most appropriate answer.

External validity

The external validity is defined by Remenyi et al. (1998). The improvement of

the results of the current study to a broader context above the existing environment may

be referred as external validity. The existing study does not include external validity

which is beyond the scope of the research.
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Collected data processing

The language in which interview was conducted in the organizations was

English and all the interviews were recorded so that it will be very helpful in analyzing

the data which has been collected and to write the final report later on. Hence there will

be no important data which were collected in an interview to be missed in the written

final report. All the interviewee was informed about the recording of the interview and

given the topic in which interview was going to be conducted well in advanced.

Data analysis

If we look at the history, we find that “thematic analysis” is a conventional

practice in qualitative research which deals with searching through data to identify any

recurrent patterns. A theme is a cluster of linked categories, usually giving similar

meanings and usually arises by the inductive analytic process which characterizes the

qualitative paradigm. It is a very popular technique and has high exploratory power. The

technique can be enhanced, by the analyst lacking previous knowledge of the research

topic, as they are not guided by any preconceptions. Thus, the analyst need not be an

expert in the research topic. But, it must be remembered that to begin an analysis, a

researcher must have some basic conceptual understanding to guide the insight process

(Bryman and Bell, 2007). It tries to represent ‘a view of reality’ by systematically

working through text, to identify topics that are progressively integrated into higher

order themes, by the processes of de-contextualization and re-contextualization. The

methods are conceptually more demanding in comparison with content analysis, which

employs a much simpler ordering of data.
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STEPS

1. Transcript – The transcripts were converted from an audio format into text format

based on detailed explanations presented.

2. Familiarity with the data – Following this, the researcher is expected to read, all the

interviews as a whole, as well as, separately to gain an understanding and to get

familiarized with the presented data.

3. Coding Framework – The data was then, coded into three different main categories:

Experienced, inexperienced and organizational views.

4. Coding and sorting – After coding, sorting of the interviews was done.

5. Thematic charting – The content was then presented in the form of specific themes.

6. Identifying basic themes

7. Identifying organizing themes

8. Identifying global themes

9. Develop thematic network

In this research we need to bring together the summary of all the data collected

from existing literature which speak about problems faced by SMEs in implementing BI

dashboards, what are other problems which is faced by SMEs in implementing BI

dashboards which is not included in the literature Moreover we need to make sure what

we indented to research and what we researched and what we find out lies in the same

line. We also want to develop a new theory in adapting of BI dash-board tools in SMEs.

To do the above things we decided to analyses our collected data through general

inductive approach.

Ethics

The primary ethical concern was that the privacy of the participants must be

safeguarded. The participants did not provide their names or any sort of identification

which facilitated a pressure free environment for them to give their responses freely.

The researcher was keen to follow the ethical code of conduct to its last detail,
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explaining to the participants to avoid giving their names or any identifying information,

after which the participants were asked to sign a form of consent.
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4 Empirical findings

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the findings of the qualitative analysis

data from interviews with Indian SMEs which make use of dashboard and other related

business intelligence tools. The interviews were done with the SME managers in order

to identify their views on challenges, benefits and barriers in implementing effective BI

solutions in an SME with a focus on dashboard applications. The client details were not

divulged to the researcher and the interview questions were presented via email to the

SME Managers directly. This helped in identifying direct views of SME managers who

purchase different products from smaller SME managers.

In this thesis the authors has adopted a thematic analysis as the method of

analysis.. Qualitative data can be collected by unstructured and semi structure

interviews. This methodology grounds the research question and provides the

appropriate solution for the problems. The ultimate purpose of the interviews was to

capture the experience of the participants and collect their knowledge about dashboards.

Challenges faced by SMEs and SME Managers in providing BI (dashboard)

solutions

In the following subsections, the challenges identified by SMEs and SME

managers in providing dashboard solutions are presented.

Knowledge gap in SMEs

The SME Managers were questioned about the knowledge gap in SME

industries with respect to implementation of dashboard and scorecard. A wide range of

responses were observed, the highlights of which are presented below.

Scalability was identified as an important challenge along with lack of expertise.

Some of the SME manager feels that problems in terms of implementation of probable

solutions which can apply to specific tools.

SME manager 1: Because of our model it is not very difficult to scale as there is a

service required to build the dashboard. The main point is the dashboard solutions

including our Info captor Desktop designer are easy enough for the end user to build.

Users need a simple drag and drop dashboard builder and the ability to bring

information from any type of data source without worrying about Open Database
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Connectivity (ODBC) or data connections. However more complex solutions are

something which cannot be implemented by SMEs as they may not have the expertise to

use it.

On the other hand the four other SME Manager felt that the gap SMEs currently

have in terms of implementing BI tools is the inability to utilize the tool. Small business

owners often are their balancing time between sales and production and even as they are

doing one of those responsibilities they feel like they are neglecting the other.

SME manager 4: “The real gap is between SME’s and larger organizations in utilizing

these tools. I believe there are several reasons why SME’s are not utilizing these tools

as they should. First, small business owners and executives in small and medium-sized

companies often wear many hats. So even if they know they should be implementing

scoreboards and other KPI tools, it often comes down to time and priorities. As all of us

have a tendency to do, they work on those responsibilities that have specific deadlines

and appear to be the most important that day. They fight their daily fires and by the

time they get around to more long-term strategic thinking they are worn out and the day

is over”.

Themes from the interviews related to the knowledge gap are summarized in table 4:1.

Table 4:1. Themes related to knowledge gap.

S No Theme No of occurrences

1 Scalability of the model 3

2 Complexity of solution inhibits SMEs to

use the same due to lack of expertise

4

3 Lack of ability to utilize different tools

by SMEs when compared to other

organizations.

5

4 Lack of complete use of the BI solutions

by SMEs.

4
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Cost challenges

Regarding cost of implementation it is observed that SME managers felt that this

is a definitive challenge as observed from the following views:

SME manager 4: “I think that a number of BI products that are available today are

very expensive for small and medium sized businesses. Small businesses don't have the

budget or time to go through all the trouble so they build quick dashboards using Excel

and Access databases. Typical cost start at $10000 and more and there is tremendous

installation and training involved. The software is complex and requires external

consultants to come and configure it. For e.g. Oracle, Congos, BO etc. our vendor

provides us with an economical dashboard solution.”

SME Manager 2: “The financial and operational reporting side of the business is

usually not the strength of a small business owner. Typically the business owner has

begun the business because he or she is really good at making a certain product or

providing a specific service. At first, the reporting need is secondary as the business

owner has his or her hands in every aspect of the company. However, as too many tasks

take over it is important to have an effective business reporting measure. This results in

the need for BI solutions like dashboard and scorecard. This however is expensive and

it is a challenge for a number of small business owners to implement it”.

SME Manager 7: “Yes cost is definitively a factor. We therefore look for smaller SME

managers like our vendor as their solutions are relatively cheaper when compared to

that offered by big firms. You should note that the cost not only involves buying the

software solution but also training our people to use it. We need to ensure that the

solution matches our needs while at the same time are economical”.

SME manager 3:” The cost of the dashboards available range between 300-300&

which is affordable for the SME and these companies spent the majority of the time on

developing the product and adding new feature of the products according to the SME

needs. Images can be used in the visualization and drag drop of the objects is improved

for end- users on handling the data visualization. These strategies hold to maintain the

competitiveness between the big saturated BI organization like Congas, Oracle,

Microsoft, Micro strategies etc”.
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SME manager 9:” Cost is the main factor why we cannot move to better business

solutions. The dashboard BI that we use right now not only meets our immediate

requirements but is also within our budget”.

These findings are supported by views in literature. The application of specific BI tools

for SMES is quite expensive. This is also found to carry a great deal of risk as a result

of uncertainties which is associated with choosing specific development tools (Scheer et

al., 2000). Scheer et al., also propagate that apart from cost of license it is also vital to

look at cost of implementation. The findings present the view that SMEs often spend 3-

7 more on implementation due to costs like customization, collaboration and

configuration. Themes of the cost factor identified by the interviews are summarized in

table 3.

Table 4:2. Themes identified with respect to cost factor.

S No Theme No of occurences

1 Expensive nature of product for business 7

2 Inability of owner to manage financial

and operational issues of BI and

dashboard

2

3 Looking for smaller vendors for simpler

solutions

3

4 Meeting functionality and budget 4

Data requirement challenges

The SME managers when questioned identified that the data complexity as well

as storing of all the existing data in one place is the most important challenge. They find

it difficult to actually set up enterprise data warehouses which are required for purposes

like sales reporting, CRM, KPI identification etc. This is observed from the following

statements:

SME manager 7: “In my opinion one of the main challenges is identifying if all the

information which needs to be stores is represented in the existing source of data. Since

we are a company which is retail based we need to have a good understanding of our
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consumers. For this we would ideally look at a dashboard so that it helps segmenting

my audience based on their buying behaviour”.

SME manager 2: “In terms of data requirement I would say the biggest problem is

collaboration across the organization. Being an SME it is much easier. I agree however

due to the narrow focus on BI implementation sometimes we are unable to realise the

impact on the entire business operation. However, this means data needs to be

gathered from different sources within the company. This is complex and the cost

associated with this aspect is quite high”.

These views are supported by literature. Saha (2007) indicates that to choose an

effective BI solution it is important to ensure that the information available can be

gathered from multiple sources. He also indicates that the data may require additional

interfaces, networking topologies, infrastructure requirements and security features.

The SME managers also felt that there is a need to know what type of data is

required by an SME in order to promote operational and strategic planning before

implementing an effective solution such as dashboards. The data requirement in terms

of availability of data and the actual target of the data needs to be identified. This is

exemplified by the following statement:

SME manager 7: “SMEs need to know the availability of data before implementing any

BI solution. I think that some of them do not actually know all details including source

of data, time frame required for output and where the is information going”.

This is supported by literature. Alchemex (2009) identified that there is a need to

accurately understand the availability of existing data before implementation of BI

solution.

The type of data mart design and the probable implementation is also identified

to be a challenge. This is exemplified by the following statement:

SME Manager 2: “The type of data mart design and implementation is a definitive

challenge. I think that a bottom up approach as in an SME a smaller area is identified.

However, there may be problems in end results due to inconsistency”.

This is supported by literature. Nishith (2006) identifies that a bottom up

approach is easier to implement. Therefore for any SME which is working under
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constraints of resources it is easier to adopt the bottom up approach involving a data

mart implementation.

The quality of data which contributes to the final output is also a challenge

which needs to be met with in terms of implementing probable solutions. There is a

need to concentrate effort on the necessary data. This is observed from the following

statement:

SME manager 8:” I would also say the quality of data. It is important to pay attention

to the quality of data in terms of contributing to reports and performance metrics”.

This is supported by literature. Saha (2007, p. 1) indicated that “winnowing

through voluminous amounts of irrelevant data and poor data quality,” is a challenge

that SME Managers face. He also indicates that irrelevant data which impact the actual

performance metrics need to be ignored. In table 4:3 themes from the interviews

regarding data requirement challenges are summarized.

Table 4:3. Themes identified with respect to the data requirement challenge.

S No Theme No of occurrences

1 Knowledge on availability of data 4

2 Type of data mart design and

implementation

3

3 If all information is present in a single

source

2

4 Collaboration across the organization 5

5 Quality of data 6

End user challenges

When questioned about end user considerations the SME Managers felt that

customization of software was promoted in order to ensure that the user considerations

were met. Both the SME managers indicate that they have some large vendors’

customer but they give more priority to the SME industries needs and demands.
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SME manager 1: “We get customized dashboards from different vendors. In out of the

box, we can connect dashboard to the html, xml, Jason, text and database. The vendors

are facilitating extra above customization. They are providing web-services to subscribe

the database and dashboards functionalities”.

SME manager 5: “First they evaluate, what are the existing customer demands and how

to provide the solution according to their requirements. According to that new features

can be added in the dashboards and indirectly the customer (us) are also participating

in developing dashboards which makes them very happy and brings a high level of

satisfaction. This type of customization promotes the meeting of user requirements”.

This is supported by literature. Watson et al., (2006) and Wixom et al., (2008)

promote the idea that there is a need for business intelligence software solutions like

dashboards to be presented in a customized manner to suit the needs of the client. To

implement business intelligence effectively it is vital that business productivity of the

SME is increased by promoting customization.

Another aspect which was pointed out by the SME Managers involved

promotion of innovation and flexibility. This is an important challenge which needs to

be met. The SME managers feel that innovativeness and flexibility in dashboards makes

it easy building the software without IT background and also data can also be retrieved

from any kind of database or any kind of web service.

SME manager 6: “Most important you can use it online or else you host your product

by promoting innovation and flexibility. Using web services, hardware and the software

cost to be minimized and the maintenance cost be controlled within the SME budgets.

The dashboard can be downloaded and installed in the system easily and no more heavy

installations need to be performed. According to the time saving, dashboards can be

displayed through the television so no need to pull out a laptop or computer every time

and everyone can see the company is present situation which helps the employee to

work together for the goal”.

This view is supported in literature. Watson (2011) identifies the need to

promote innovativeness in providing BI solutions. He indicates that the ability of any

organization to gather, absorb and strategically leverage any new information is

dependent on the ability of the BI to be flexible to the needs of the user.
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When the SME owners were interviewed they indicated that accommodation of

different levels of access to data and ease of use of system was main considerations. If

these challenges are met then they would be able to have an effective end user system in

their organization.

SME manager 3: “As an SME owner what we would like is accommodation of different

levels to the data which is input into the dashboard. We may be a small organization,

but we have the necessary structure. The implemented system should enable us to

present access to junior staff, middle management and senior management. This will

help in streamlining the operations”.

SME manager 5: “Well, as a user my main challenge is the usability of the system.

Since we are a small company a number of employees may not have a lot of direct IT

training. This means the software developed should be presented to us in a manner that

promotes easy user interface. Any problems which arise should be dealt with as early as

possible”.

This view is supported by literature. There is a need to promote usability of BI

solutions. Eckerson (2007) indicates that there is a need to create a limited set of

interactive reports to be presented to the client. This will ensure that a report presents

the necessary aspects to the necessary employees. Any report generated out of a BI

solution should be presented in a manner that it focuses on a specific domain which

gives filters for people working in different levels of departments of the organization. In

table 4:4, theme on end user challenges identified from the interviews are summarized.
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Table 4:4. Themes identified with respect to end user challenges

S No Theme No of occurrences

1 Customization of dashboard 2

2 Providing solutions examining consumer

requirements

5

3 Accommodation of different types of

data.

6

4 Usability of system 4

5 Innovation and flexibility 3

Business environment challenges

When questioned about the challenges faced in terms of implementing BI

solutions like dashboard regarding of business environment challenges the SME

managers pointed out that inaccuracy in data resulting in a disconnect between the IT

and the business as well as lack of effective translation of business needs are the main

challenges.

SME manager 8: “To me a challenge in the business environment to be noted in terms

of BI adoption (like dashboard) involves ensuring that inaccurate and inconsistent data

is not given. It is important that the dashboard should identify dirty data. This needs an

effective part to be played on the parts of both the BI implemented as well as the

employee who is using it. This is not easy”.

SME manager 2: “One challenge in terms of business considerations is identifying the

information needs. This is different from data requirements. The meta data which is

provided by the dashboard still needs to be evaluated by a business analyst to identify

specific strategic issues which need to be identified. The analyst needs to know what

information is required. This is a challenge”.

These views are supported in literature. From the studies by Shankar (2008) and

Watson et al., (2006) it is observed that for any BI solution to work transparency of
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business solutions which promotes effective information needs gathering and

implementation needs to be identified.

When the SME managers were questioned about specific business consideration

related challenges it was found that lack of strategic planning on the part of the business

owner and their inability to use the software to the fullest of its potential are some of the

biggest challenges businesses face.

SME manager 7: “One challenge I would like to point out is lack of strategy on the part

of the business owner. Only if the needs of the dashboard and the functionality are

presented to us we would be able to give them an effective solution”.

SME Manager 8: “I think a number of SMEs adopt a reactive approach towards BI. It

is often used to solve an issue. For example, if one retail branch is generating lower

income they examine the reasons behind this. What they don't do is use the software

proactively. It can be done”.

Today’s dashboards and other BI systems are designed to proactively increase return

on investment. However when the SMEs don't use the software properly this issue

arises”.

This is supported by literature. From the study by Armstrong et al., (2010)

implementation of BI solutions in any organization needs to be accompanied by

effective strategic planning as it will promote integration of strategic level foresight into

the BI solution. This is further supported by the views of Whitacre et al., (2009) who

indicate that all competing objectives are met and there is ability to scale the system in

order to act proactively. In table 4:5, themes from the interviews on business related

challenges are summarized.

Table 4:5. Themes identified with respect to business environment related challenges

S No Theme No of occurrence

1 Lack of strategy 3

2 Lack of proactive use of software 4

3 Identification of dirty data 5

4 Needs of user in terms of information 3
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Table 4:6: Thematic analysis table I

Basic theme Organizing theme Global theme

• Scalability

• the inability to utilize

the tools

• Lack of expertise

Knowledge challenges Challenges faced in

implementing BI solutions

(Dashboard solutions)

• Expensive for small

business

• Tremendous cost of

installation and

training

• Lack of knowledge of

financial operations

• Looking for smaller

SME Managers

promoting smaller BI

solutions

• Looking for BI

solutions that meet

immediate needs

Cost challenges

• Availability of data

• Type of data mart

design and

implementation

• Identifying exact

source of information

need

• Collaboration across

organization

• Quality of data

Data requirement

challenges
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• Need for

customization

• Evaluating customer

needs

• Innovation and

flexibility features

• Accommodation of

different data levels

• Usability of system

End user challenges

• Identification of

information needs

• Disconnect between

IT environment and

business

• Need for strategic

planning

Business environment

challenges

Barriers faced in implementation of BI (Dashboard) in SMEs

Lack of knowledge in organization

One of the main barriers which were identified with respect to implementation

of BI in SMEs is lack of knowledge among members of the organization. The SME

managers indicate that the lack of knowledge starts right from the level of the CEO.

SME manager 2: “Most of the SMEs industries are managed by their founder and CEO.

And many of these founders don’t have knowledge about BI tools. Particularly they

have a lack of knowledge and added advantages of using of dashboards in their

organization. Sometimes they are outdated about the technology and have no time to

update with news in the market. Also the lack of knowledge in software applications like

business intelligence tools”.
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SME manager 7: “Most of the SMEs CEOs doesn’t understand the advantages of BI

dashboards They also lack knowledge on the extent of how one should use this software

and departments and fields. This prevents the SMEs from implementing BI dashboards”.

SME manager 6: “We try to teach all the employees how to use the dashboard BI

solution. However, a number of top management employees rarely get involved in day

to day operations. Hence they may not know the exact problems with the system or the

requirements as a user. This is why we have meetings with the CEO to present him with

any issues we have with the BI system in place”.

This is supported by literature. From the study by Armstrong et al. (2010) the

conclusion could be drawn that for a solution to be implemented across an enterprise it

is important that the top management supports the implementation. Only if efforts are

made by the top management to effectively promote and learn the BI tools then there

can be easier adoption across the organization. In table 4:7, themes from the interviews

related to lack of knowledge are summarized.

Table 4:7. Themes related to lack of knowledge of organization.

S No Theme No of occurrence

1 Lack of knowledge on software availability 3

2 Lack of knowledge on advantage of dashboard to

company

4

3 Lack of knowledge of top management on

problems on a daily basis

5

Lack of knowledge among employees

All the SME managers indicated that there is lack of knowledge among employees:

SME manager 7: “Employees of SMEs are not used to dashboard software. Most of the

employees who work in SMEs don’t have experience in handling dashboards. They are

new to the BI application tools. In order to gain knowledge, they require intense

training in order to work with dashboards. They should also be educated about the

advantages of dashboards and how it can ease their work”.
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SME manager 2: “Employees are often just given an initial training when the software

is first adopted by the company. This is not enough. It is more important to ensure that

continuing training is provided in order to get maximum benefit from the software”.

SME manager 5: “We do provide training to our employees to adapt. But you should

understand that this is a time taking process. We want for our employees to be skilled in

the system use. However for that to happen we need more time. Since we are a small

organization we are dependent on our employees to get their job done on time. We

cannot afford financially as well as time wise to have repeated and in depth training”.

SME manager 4: “Training is provided, however how much of training actually

translates into implementation is not very clear. We try to give a panoramic view of the

software. However the level up to which the software is adopted is not very clear”.

This is supported by views in literature. In a study by Rogge (2005) it was found

that there is need to promote employees education in order to have an effective BI

system. This is further reiterated by the views of Hopkins (2010) who found that for

any business analytics to be successful there is a need for skilled and educated

employees. In table 4:8, themes from the interviews lack of knowledge among

employees are presented.

Table 4:8. Themes on lack of knowledge among employees.

S No Theme No of occurrence

1 Lack of experience 7

2 Lack of continued training 4

3 Lack of financial and time availability 1

4 Lack of training translation 5

Cost

The SME managers who are supplies of dashboards feel that the financial

department in SMEs are not that much efficient or experienced as compared to larger

organizations. They also have less highly skilled and experienced employees. This stops

SMEs to come to the conclusion on whether implementing dashboards would result in

financial profit to the organization or not.
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SME manager 7: “Financial departments of SMEs are not mature enough, to see the

advantage dashboards can bring to their organization.”

SME manager 5: “They also don’t have proper knowledge about the cost of buying

licenses, maintaining and implementing the dashboard”.

The managers on the other hand identify with cost of maintenance as well as

employment of IT technicians. The cost of training is also a barrier. Since SME workers

are not familiar with dashboards training them how to use it become moist. Training

programs offered by dashboard SME managers are very costly, which doesn’t suit

SMEs’ budgets. In some SMEs employees are recommended to attend these training

programs paying from their own money. This again affects the employee’s budget and

cause misunderstanding between employee and employer in SMEs. Some employees

may show no interest in this since it minimizes their private time. On other hand SMEs

are very busy in their working hours. They can’t offer to stop their production and give

training to the employees in dashboards. Generally training sections for training SMEs

employees are conducted during weekends or after office hours in week days.

SME manager 8: “Costs of IT technicians can have a huge impact on SMEs’ budgets,

which is very small when compare to large enterprises. Most of the SMEs which is

going to use BI dashboard may not be an Information technology industries. IT

professionals are to be employed for maintaining and implementing the BI application

in an organization”.

SME manager 9: “SME has to spend a lot of money in the training process. Even

employees may be used on contract basis also still it takes one year time for

implementation of dashboards or maintaining dashboards. These employees are very

costly for SMEs, which affect their annual budget”.

This is supported by literature. From of Davenport (2006) it is understood that

there is a need for effective upper management executives who present evaluations of

BI projects based on their merits as well as the resultant return on investment (ROI). It

is further supported that unless there is effective knowledge of the probable Business

intelligence solutions available there may not be a correct analysis on the impact on ROI.

In table 4:9, themes from the interviews on cost as a barrier are summarized.
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Table 4:9. Themes on cost as a barrier.

S No Theme No of occurrence

1 Lack of financial maturity 3

2 Lack of knowledge on licensing 2

3 Cost of IT technicians 5

4 Time for maintenance 4

Lack of time

Most of the SME managers indicate that time constraint is a definitive element

to be taken into account as observed from the following:

SME manager 2: “There is not enough time for managers in SMEs to focus on new

products, as they are already busy with their routine work. Managers of SMEs mainly

focus on day to day activities and the production of the organization”.

SME manager 3: “They don’t have time for searching, analyzing and implementing new

products in their organizations. They want to play safe without any problems. They also

have lots of routine commitments to fulfill at the end of the day”.

SME manager 4: “To be honest I think time is the main aspect. We are asked to given

recommendations for implementing systems. I have to not only look for one which fits

our budget but also look to identify how it can be easily adopted into our organization”.

SME manager 2: “Cost is a vital aspect but more than that; time. I run the entire

operation myself. I have very little time. I mostly go what the vendors suggest. Makes

my job easier”.

This is supported by literature. From the study by Aflobi and Goria (2006) it is

identified that there is a need to be sure of the time in which the BI is to be implemented.

It is also important to thoroughly examine the different BI solutions available before

committing to the project. In table 4:10, themes from the interviews on lack of time are

summarized.
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Table 4:10. Themes on lack of time.

S No Theme No of occurences

1 No time to look at new products in the field 4

2 Search analysis and implementation requires time 3

3 Suggestion of vendor 5

Dashboard installation and complexity

With respect to technical barriers e SME Managers responded positively and

indicated that it was indeed advantageous. It is seen that installation and ensuring that

the requirements of the customer is met is a difficult barrier resulting in lack of adoption

by some companies.

SME manager 6:” The Installation process is time consuming, costly and needs many

pre request settings when it comes to BI dash-board, making it not suitable for SMEs. M

ost of the time vendors and customers of strategic, operational and tactical dash-board

get into misunderstand each other, since the process of installing and making it tailor

made for the organization often exceeds the pre estimated time period. Hence it is a

drawback in implementation”.

SME manager 2: “There are a number of pre requirement needed to be installed before

installing strategic , operational and tactical dashboards, such as that the organization

should have a data warehouse, different databases, regular financial reports and many

other reports from which dashboard gets its data. Only if the required data are fed into

the dashboard its results will be testable and efficient. Wrong feeding of data into

dashboards results in generation of wrong report”.

SME manager 7: “High costs of the dashboard products and cost involved in making

employees adapting to the software keep SMEs away from it”.

SME manager 6: “Employees should be paid extra to make them attend training

sessions of dashboard software; it is an extra burden to the finances of the SMEs”.

The complexity of the dashboard tools is also identified as a factor:
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SME manager 4: “Dashboards are complex to the end user. Much dashboard software

is complex to under-stand and to the user. Hence customer thinks that it is difficult to

understand them and use them. Sometimes too much data are presented graphically on

a single screen. It makes it difficult for users to understand clearly what is presented on

the screen. Use of too many colors in a single screen also leads to destruction of

concentration of the user”.

This is supported by views in literature. Morgan et al., (2008) identify the need

to examine the complexity of the dashboard as it would be a barrier in adoption of the

same by an end user who does not understand its functioning. In table 4:11, themes

from the interviews on dashboard installation and complexity from interviews are

summarized.
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Table 4:11 Themes on dashboard installation and complexity.

S No Theme No of occurrences

1 Time taken for installation process 4

2 Wrong feeding of data resulting in erroneous

reports

5

3 Complexity to end user 3

Table 4:12. Thematic analysis II

Basic theme Organizing theme Global theme

• No knowledge of BI

tools among CEOs

• Lack of time to

update IT skills

• Lack of extent of use

of software

• Lack of knowledge

on problems and

issues with software

Lack of knowledge in

organization

Barriers to implementing

BI (Dashboards)

• Lack of experience

handling dashboards

• Lack of continuance

training

• No translation of

training to practice

Lack of knowledge among

employees

• Lack of maturity of

financial department

with respect to

advantages of

dashboard

• Lack of knowledge

Cost
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on buying,

implementation and

implementation

costs of BI

• Time taken to

implement BI and

cost of technician

• Installation process

is time consuming

• Number of pre

requirements

• Wrong feeding of

data

• Increased

complexity

Dashboard installation and

complexity

• Inability to focus on

new products

• Time to analyse and

identify effective

product not available

Time

Benefits in implementing BI (dashboards)

Compared to the probable challenges and the barriers the benefits which were

identified were not discussed in a great deal by the interviewees. They are presented in

the following section.

Responding to business trends

The respondents feel that the adoption of dashboard and similar BI solutions will enable

identification of current business trends:
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SME manager 5: “The adoption of dashboard and similar BI software has enabled our

company to track effectively our customer buying habits”.

SME manager 4: “The adoption of BI solutions has ensured that we keep effective track

of inventory and sales records. This will enable evaluation of the decision making of our

employees.”

SME manager 3: “One benefit any company would get by adopting our software is

ensuring that they can dynamically identify the most effective trend data. A number of

operational parameters can be easily examined by the company”.

In table 4:13, themes from the interviews on business trend creation are summarized.

Table 4:13. Themes on business trends creation.

S No Theme No of occurrence

1 Identification of trend data 4

2 Track buying habits 5

3 Inventory records 3

Effective data management

Most of the respondents felt that they have reaped benefits in terms of better

data management. This is observed from the following statements:

SME manager 6:” The adoption of dashboards had enabled out company to present

efficient reports which can be manipulated, analysed and distributed”.

SME manager 5:” Well one effective advantage and benefit for any SME is that data

can be consolidated from multiple sources like different divisions of the company,

external databases and internal reports”.

SME manager 2: “Data management is the key benefit. Meta data analysis by the

business analytics can be one only if there is effective data management promoted”.

In table 4:14, themes from the interviews on effective data management are summarized.
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Table 4:14. Themes on business trends creation

S No Theme No of occurrence

1 Different source of data 4

2 Manipulation and analysis of report 5

3 Data Management efficiency 4

Reducing work load

Almost all the respondents agree that there is a significant reduction in overall

workload of employees brought by dashboard use.

SME manager 5: “After adopting dashboard software I have found that there is a great

deal of minimization of overall workload in my company. Employees are able to

capably manage any issues which may arise in an effective manner. This will help

promoting better business efficiency”.

SME manager 4: “In my opinion for any company which utilizes the software there is

reduction in repetitive work. Work done by software minimizes errors and the time

taken to complete the same. The business analysts can then look for patterns and

solutions”.

In table 4:15, themes from the interviews on reducing workloads are summarized.

Table 4:15. Themes on reducing workload.

S No Theme No of occurrence

1 Reduction of work load 3

2 Ability to manage issues 4

3 Reduction in type of work 6

Table 4:16. Thematic analysis III.

Basic Theme Organizing theme Global theme

• Minimal work load Reduce workload
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• Better output

• No repetitive work
Benefits of BI

implementation
• Trend data

identification

• Effective report

writing

• Data management

Effective data

management

• Understand

inventory records

• Understand sales

records

• Better understanding

of consumer

behaviour

Business trends

Conclusion

This chapter has presented an thematic analysis from the interview of the SME

managers. The following chapter will present the final conclusions of the study by

examining the implications, solutions for SMEs and future research directions.
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5 Analysis

The first research question stated that it is important to identify the overall

challenges faced by the SMEs during adoption of dashboards. It is observed that it is

important to identify the overall strategy or mission of the organization which may be

impacted by challenges in implementing BI solutions. There is strong support for this in

the literature. Finney & Corbett (2007) identified visioning and planning as a challenge

involving identifying clearly measurable organizational goals and objectives and linking

business and IS strategies. Golfarelli et al. (2004) believe that organizations have

understood the importance of enforcing achievement of the goals defined by their

strategy through metrics-driven management; Jointly 93% of respondents in the survey

conducted as part of Golfarelli et al. ‘s study indicated that KPI’s in use were linked to

business goals. Tibco (2006) indicated that by organizing processes around goals, that is

“what is to be achieved” rather than “what is to be done,” goal-oriented BI helps

organizations achieve needed flexibility and Neely (2006) declared “measures should

link operations to strategic goals.” Companies also cited better information for decision

makers as the primary driver for BI. There is a clear consensus of the need to link

strategy with business process and monitor activity through KPIs to achieve better

operational and strategic planning. This is the essence of BI.

The second objective proposed that lack of knowledge of BI tools and their

capabilities among both IT and non-IT decision makers contribute to the main threats.

Glick (2006, p. 1) backs this up in a survey of 4,347 IT managers and finance managers

indicating SMEs cannot rely on vendors to promote emerging technologies to smaller

customers. In the BI awareness section of the survey conducted as part of this research,

respondents listed BI tools in use in their own organizations, but none of the

respondents listed other BI applications they were aware of when questioned.

It is further found that complexity is also an inhibiting factor. McKendrick (2008)

cites complexity of BI tools, lack of BI skill sets within the organization and lack of

management buy in as the factors most inhibiting to BI implementation projects. The

fourth objective is to identify the overall benefits held by organizations by

implementing BI and using it for strategic and operational planning. Efforts should

therefore focus on integrating business intelligence with ERP related solution which

will ensure that the data is effectively managed in resource constrained projects. Saha
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(2007) says to work with data which is relevant to attaining the objectives set out in the

planning phase indicating there will be much data, a lot of which is irrelevant to

producing the required reports and performance metrics. He suggests concentrating

effort on the necessary data as “winnowing through voluminous amounts of irrelevant

data and poor data quality,” is a typical BI implementation issue. Benefits also show

that there is an affordable BI solution for SMEs which can be used successfully post

installation by properly trained end users to attain sufficient information to facilitate

improved operational and strategic planning with minimal support.

The analysis shows that there was a successful implementation and development

of a suite of reports which were segregated according to user self service levels based

on the user role as being either information consumer or producer. The work involved

no programming for most reports other than the more complex dashboards. Data mart

fact and dimension tables were loaded using tools any power user could be trained in

quite easily. It is however felt that sound design and the ability to think globally but act

locally are important when creating the Integrating Business Intelligence with ERP data

marts. They may have to be integrated into higher structures. Good design principles

will help avoid issues with metadata management at a later stage.

Solutions for SMEs

In this section possible solution to be adapted by the SME Managers and SMEs

in order to reduce the cost, resource and time in designing, purchasing, implementing

and using dashboards is presented

Integration problem

Integrating data received from various sources is very much necessary, since

these data are the inputs to the dashboards. In order to achieve its service oriented

architecture of the dashboard should be designed to accept data from various data

sources such as HTTP post, XML, HTML and simple text. Even if one can’t achieve in

integrating data from various sources, since it cost very high, for SMEs at least one

should achieve integration of data in the above mentioned fields. This is supported by

the views expressed by Scholz et al., (2010) whose study was in Europe. The relevance

of this study can be applied across the globe.
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Prioritizing data

Space which is given to a dashboard designer to display the analyzed result

visually is just a single screen. Hence only high priority data can be included in the

display. Finding out which is high priority data involve a lot of time and resources. In

case of dashboard designed for SMEs, we suggest narrowing down this search for high

priority data, since we are provided with less money, less resources and less time. So

persons who want to design dashboards for SMEs must concentrate only on KPI and

methodology. Cost must be kept in mind.

Customer support

Customer support is one critical factor which affects SME industries but the

vendors who supply to small SMEs provide less expensive customer support. The

customer support is done via email, Skype, which reduces time and cost. Providing

prerecorded video to the customer, that explains how dashboard works, frequently asked

questions and answers and by uploading training documents on the Internet will

improve the training process and reduce time and costs.

Installation problem

According to the views of Shulz et al., (2010) difficulties in installing the BI

product in the IS of the company are identified to be a major problem faced by

companies. Simple design is the best outcome of the dashboards results .After finalizing

the design, dashboard which are programmed in a manner promoting ease download

and installation are the ones which are most preferred by the SME consumers. e. Web

service can be used to connect the different data sources and language independence can

be achieved Dashboards provide by our vendor is a best example for it. We can reduce

the cost, time and resources needed for installation by following above method.

Report generation

According to the literature review, report generation is also a big issue faced by

SME but these problems are to be solved. There are some criteria that should be

followed while con-figuring the dashboard. Necessary object should be kept in the

dashboards and unwanted data can be removed from the design itself. Because adding

the more objects in the screen reduces the performance while the hardware and network
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becomes slow. Excessive data confuse the user in the decision making process. Data can

be displayed on the television, so all the employee can view the whole organizational

process without using the laptop. Use of laptops is to be reduced highly by using

television as a display viewer. Dashboards are too designed in such a way that for each

refreshing dashboard should generate a report based on real time data. Different

vendors from India are providing excellent products of dashboards and as result reduce

the hardware cost lot.

Present Dashboard for SMEs

There are different kinds of dashboards that are available in the market and it is

used and based on the demand of the products. Generally dashboards can be segregated

into three types; strategic dashboards, tactical dashboard and operational dashboards. A

dashboard that is well suited for SMEs is the operational dashboards because it is used

to track the real time business process and employees in their day to day work. Tactical

dashboards are used by middle level managers and strategic dashboards are used by top

level managers of the organization. In an SME strategic decisions can be taken

manually since problem faced by the company is well known and the source of the

problem is also known. There is less need of on strategic and tactical dashboards in

SMEs. However some vendor specially design and provide three in one dashboard

under one roof because of the customer demands.

Future of dashboard for SMEs

The interview transcripts reveal that most of the SMS are found to have an

extremely good plan for the SME industries. Out of other BI tools only dashboard is the

current need and cheapest tool with less pre requirement for SMEs industries. In the

future dashboards are to be flexible with options for users to build their own product by

drag and drop objects. It will improve the flexibility of the tool usage and meet the

requirement of tailor made dashboards tool for particular SME organizations.

Improvement of knowledge in dashboards among SMEs employees will lead to building

more complex and useful dashboard tools for SMEs. When the market of dashboards in

SMEs grows, it will bring more competitors, which will ultimately reduce the cost and

improve the performance of SME dashboards. The training cost will also be reduced

and training time will become shorter, since SME Managers need not to explain the
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SME employers about some basic concepts in dashboards which are familiar to SME

employers.

Answers to the research questions

What are the factors which act as inhibitors in implementing BI dashboards in

SMEs with limited resources?

The cost, resource and installation act as inhibitors in implementing BI

dashboards in SMEs with limited resources. Different vendors supplying to SMEs in

India should always think about the SME industries budget and time to go through all

the trouble so they build and designed the quick dashboards using Excel and Access

databases and implementing the web-services. These are one of the dashboard solutions

so SME industry finds best solution according to the budget.

There are less installation and training involved to implement dashboards in the

organization. The dashboard solutions are less on infrastructure, have extensive pre-

application deployment and provide sufficient simplicity or speed of deployment.

High skilled resources are not needed to maintain these upgraded dashboards

which are provided by vendors. Less money is required to be invested in training and

once trained the skilled resource personnel are able to perform multitude of tasks with

relative ease making it easy to promote business efficiency. These dashboards require

less time to train employees in using BI applications and there is no need of expert to

handle this application . It also takes less time to learn them how to install dashboards

tools. Time consumed can be reduced if an organization don’t need to employ people

who are domain experts in BI domain and it is easy to configure on down-loading from

the Internet. Additionally some other advantages are achieved indirectly; it saves

personnel and cost either by la lower loss statement or by saving the resources

workforce in the other area or diminishing the cost part in the income.

How are SMEs industries able to obtain a return on investment business value

when using BI dashboard tools?

The availability of these tools motivate to help on start-up, emerging, and

medium-sized companies increase their cash flow and profits by using competitive

business intelligence tools. It is observed that the adoption of BI tools like dashboards
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will promote better understanding of inventory records, sales records and the consumer

buying trends which can be categorized by the means of using score cards and reports.

What role did BI dashboard application are playing in the SMEs at current and

what will be the future of BI applications in SMEs?

At present dashboards helps the SME industries to improvements in data support.

It reduces time and efforts in data analysis and reporting. The quality of the report has

been improved a lot and there is a more flexible reaction to new information which is

updated or added in the future in an easy fashion. The improved current data BI system

accelerates the decision making process and helps to integrate the data in graphical

presentation. Saving is the next beneficiary component which pertains to leading SME

in successful manner. Time can be saved a lot, because the retrieval of data can be fast

from the data source .So SME industries can handle timely decisions to drive the

business performance improvement. The level of flexibility is high and it can be

connected to any data resources. User can view the data in a more detailed manner using

these dashboards. It cuts down the decision making spending time.

Future research

This thesis deals with the advantages of using BI dashboards in SMEs, problems

faced by Indian SMEs in and on implementing BI dashboards and the possible solution

to those problems. The whole thesis is mostly written from a BI dashboard users’

perspective. The future researcher may focus on SMEs with limited resources in other

geographical locations and other perspectives like vendor perspectives and compare this

with the perspectives of the users.
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6 Conclusion

BI dashboards can bring enormous advantages if implemented by making SMEs

work pro-cess simpler, less time-consuming and more accurate. There are numerous

factors which influence on implementing dashboards in SMEs with limited resources in

India. There are some unique problems in adapting dashboards at SMEs with limited

resources like inefficient or armateure financial departments, lack of knowledge, lack of

time etc. However if these factors are taken into account then there are possible ways to

solve those problems and implement BI dashboards successfully in Indian SMEs with

limited resources. SMEs with limited resources in other countries who want to adapt BI

dashboards should take those factors, problems and possible solution found in this thesis

into their consideration.

The findings imply that SME Managers-managers recognize the value of both

information for decision-making and the role of systems/technology in supporting the

production and access thereto. However, without the bespoke assessment of the

potential together with guidance and support for using BI in their businesses they may

well not use their existing data to support their decision-making to the extent that they

could. Most -managers require assistance with advanced analysis and interpretation of

their existing data as well as identification of potential additional sources of data. Whilst

not all SMEs will benefit from having the entire spectrum of BI systems/technologies at

hand, this study suggests that all SMEs have information needs and that BI can play a

positive role in meeting these needs as stated by Turstin and Venter (2007) and as such

it is worth considering the implications.

Formal, non-survivalist or growth SMEs play a significant role in a country‘s

competitiveness and economic development and this study has shown that the provision

of appropriate support with regard to BI is needed as BI plays a crucial role to support

decision-making in SMEs of all sizes. The purpose of this study was not statistical

generalizability but to explore the nature and use of BI in SMEs in India. Due to the

interpretative approach, the results this research produced are highly contextual. Even

so, important commonalities and themes were evident across cases that could not have

been elicited without the use of a realistic approach. A future study can adopt a more

rigorous, positivist approach based on the findings resulting from this study. Exploring

the role of BI in other growth SMEs such as manufacturing and retail would also
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broaden understanding of supporting decision-making needs and the role of BI in

meeting these needs. An action research methodology (Baskerville, 1999) can be used

to apply BI interventions within SMEs to investigate different solutions in more depth

similar to Kamal et al. (2011). Such research can also be a basis for developing case

studies and best practices that can be used to share expertise with SMEs through various

channels such as the enterprise development centers’.
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Appendix 1: Main case study interview questions

Products and its functionalities

1. What are the new Innovativeness and flexibility in your product?

2. Do you have any Operational collaboration with your partner?

3. What is your Service orientation architecture to consume your product?

4. What are new step has been established for the Improvements in data support

5. What are the Improvements in decision support for using the dashboard?

6. What are the Challenges depending on usage?

7. What are the Challenges depending on solution and data quality?

8. What are the Challenges with the interfaces of the dashboard and its data re-sources?

9. What is the Relative company growth on implementing business intelligence tool like
dashboards and score-carding?

10. What are other tools you require other than a dashboard for decision making?

11. How is the data analysis performed?

12. How frequent are the Reports are available?

13. What is the quality of the reports?

Supports to Client

1. Does the end user have easier access to information and more flexible reaction to new
information needs?

2. What is the measure to be taken on periodic SME customers?

3. How can the Time savings are achieved.

4. What is improved for end users on handling the data visualization?

5. What is the advantage of precise data analyses?

6. How to identify the chances and risks on uses dashboard?

7. What is the warranty of the Information security and control?

8. How are the Company results improved on decision making?

9. How are the Savings on personnel in non-IT departments analyzed?

10. How are the Long-term savings concerning IT costs achieved?

11. What are the Competitive advantages of the dashboard?

12. How is Cost cutting on using new dashboards in IT achieved?

13. What is the cost of the product and its range?
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Appendix 2: Background Information Questionnaire for Client

1. Would you consider yourself highly computer literate?

2. How many years of industry experience do you have?

3. Do you need data frequently for analyzing and making decisions?

4. Have you ever worked with Business Intelligence?

5. Do you familiar with any IT background experience or Programming knowledge


